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Activity Fair! by mmeyerho

We went to the activity fair!
We gave out hats!
We took names!
We got stats!

By School:

• CIT: 53

• H&SS&Dietrich: 28

• SCS: 25

• MCS: 18

• CFA: 5

• Business: 5

• SHS: 5

• BXA: 4

By Year:

• Froshlings: 110

• Sophomores: 13

• Juniors: 6

• Seniors: 0

• Masters: 1

Superhero Names:

• Freddy Fiasco

• princess starcatcher

• Mr. Shenanigans

• That guy over there

• hedgeclipperman

• Madame Speckles

• Cog in the Machine

• Teh Boss

• don’t worry about it

• SkyKnight

• Derpface Mcgee

• Crimson Parakeet

• The Red Shadow

• You may call me Tim...?

• Flying Squeegee

• La What What

Best AndrewIds

• bhauser (pronounce it “Bowser”)

• malehorn

• sspock

• eforney (x2)

Callie! by scunning

Pit Masters Decry CMU BBQ
by scunning

The American Barbecue Champions have come out
against Carnegie Mellon’s interpretation of barbecue at infor-
mal campus events. They claim that cheap hamburgers and
hot dogs, served with canned soda and potato chips, does not
qualify as real ’Cue.

ABC representative Jim Robertson flew in this Septenber
from Houston, Texas to assess the situation. I presumed the
excellence of Carnegie Mellon, like at Rice University, would
indicate excellent taste in slow-roasted meat, he said. Unfortu-
nately, it seems these young men and ladies have no exposure
to cooking outside of a backyard grill. Seriously, ketchup and
mustard with ’cue? Naw, man. Naw.

The ABC recommends students immediately stop refer-
ring to such cookouts as BBQ’s and seek proper barbecue
tasting experiences. That huge patch of dead grass would
make a great pit, if only they left it alone, said Robertson. He
hopes that the fertilizer laid down attracts urban pigs, who
apparently make the best ribs.
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